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ORDER 2 I llAI2018

WHEREAS M/s Euro Tech Maritime Academy, Kochi located at
Kakkattikkara, Kizhakkambalam, P.O. Pazlraganad, Cochin, Kerala - 683562,

hereafter referred to as "institute", is a Maritime Training Institute (MTI),

approved by the Director General of Shipping, Govt of India to conduct over

45 maritime training courses in accordance with the Merchant Shipping
(Standards of Training, Certihcation & Watch-keeping for Seafarers) Rules

20\4;

WHEREAS due to certain complaints received by the Directorate against the

said institute, the Director General of Shipping had advised the Mercantile

Marine Department (MMD), Kochi to undertake a comprehensive inspection of
the institute to ascertain the factual merits of such complaints;

WHEREAS an inspection team from the Mercantile Marine Department
(MMD), Kochi had undertaken a detailed, comprehensive inspection of the

institute on 6th & 7th of December 2077 . And the inspection team, in its
reports had pointed out several lapses and violations from the part of the

institute against the applicable Directorate General of Shipping guidelines,

many of which fall within the meaning "Major Deficiency" as Per respective

DGS Orders / Guidelines. Several of the observations from the inspection
team, particularly relating to the inadequacy of faculty (5.3. 1.2),

irregularities in fees (5.3.1.3), irregularities in teaching hours (5.3.1.4),

issuing certificates without attendance (5.3.1.7), serious lapses in
infrastructure (5.3.1.1 1) etc, clearly showing that the institute was

conducting various DGS approved courses in violation of clear DGS

guidelines in that regard, particularly DGS Order 5 of 2O16, obviously

compromising on the quality of training being imparted;
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WHEREAS in continuation of the above inspection report, the Directorate

General of Shipping issued a show cause Notice (SCN) to the institute on

2gth Decemb er 2ol7 pointing out over 14 deficiencies in the functioning of

theinstitute,andtheinstituterepliedtothesaidSCNon].7.l8lll2o|8
claiming compiiance of the reported deficiencies;

WHEREAS a team of officials from the Directorate General of shipping

visited the premises of the institute on 17.03.2018 to verify the factual

status oI the compliance of the deficiencies pointed out by the inspection

from Mercantile Marine Department (MMD), Kochi on 7th December 2017' as

was claimed by the institute. The team of officials observed that the institute

hasnotonlyfailedtodemonstratethesatisfactorycomplianceofthe
deficiencies intimated vide scN dated 29.12.2017, but was continuing to

impart training to the students in unhygienic living conditions and the

students were on a protest strike against institute management citing

several grievances inter-alia, the failed promises from the institute regarding

their placement for onboard training, which is an essential component for

the satisfactory completion of their training programmes;

WHEREAS taking serious note of such repeated lapses from the institute to

comply with the applicable DGS orders / guidelines, the DGS issued the 2nd

SCN to the institute on 4e April 2o18, pointing out several repetitive

deficiencies and asking as to why suitable disciplinary actions should not be

initiated against the MTI and why the courses run by the MTI in violation of

the applicable DGS guidelines should not be suspended' Further as a

precautionary measure to protect the interest of the prospective candidates,

the institute was also advised not to take admission of any fresh batch for

any approved training course, till such time the deficiencies are rectilied to

the satisfaction of the Directorate General of Shipping;

WHEREAS the institute filed a writ petition wP (c) No. 14293 of 2018 dated

27 Aprll2O 18 before the Hon'ble High court of Kerata against the show cause

notice issued by the Directorate on 4th April, 2018. The Judgment on the

subject writ petition was delivered by the Hon'ble High court on the same

day, with a direction to the second respondent to consider Exhibit P9 ( i.e. the

p.litiorr".," reply dated 11.04.2018 to SCN dated 04.04.2018) and take a

Iinal decision as to the course to be adopted against the petitioner, if
required, based on Exhibit P8 (i.e. the show cause dated 4th April,2018)' This

was to be done by the second respondent after affording an opportunity of

being heard to the petitioners, as expeditiously as possible, but not later than

2 months from the date of receipt of a copy of the said Judgment' And until
such time a decision is taken by th6 2na respondent as ordered above, the

condition in Ext. P8 that the petitioner shall not admit any student to the
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fresh batch of the courses mentioned therein shall stand modified to the

extent that the petitioner will be entitled to admit new students but with a

specific information being provided to the new students that action, as

directed herein, is pending at the hands of the 2ndrespondent' This

information shall be furnished to each new candidate in the form of a letter to

be issued along with their admission letters;

WIIEREAS in compliance with directive of the Hon'ble High court of Kerala as

above, the second respondent invited the petitioner and a representative from

MMD, Kochi for a hearing at 11OO hrs on 9 May 2018 at the Directorate

GeneralofShipping,Mumbai.ShriBabuJoseph,ExecutiveDirectorofM/s.
Eurotech Maritime Academy along with Capt' Navin Vinod, Principal of the

maritime training institute attended on behalf of the petitioner. Shri Ashish

Wankhede, DDG (Training) and Capt. Suresh Kumar Nair V'G' Nautical

SurveyorfromtheMercantileMarineDepartment,Kochiattendedthehearing
on behalf of tl.e Department to explain the context of the show cause notice.

wHERtAstherepresentativesoftheinstitutewereaccordedaverypatient
hearingbytheRespondentNo.2(AssistantDirectorGeneralofShipping)and
all the issues contained in the Show Cause Notice, Exhibit P8 with Objections

raised by the Petitioner, Exhibit P9 were heard and deliberated Point by point.

And all the submissions made by the representatives of the institute were

taken on record along with the views of the officers representing the

inspections teams. Detailed proceedings of the hearing as above is annexed to

this order as APPendix- 1.

ANDWHEREAS,the2ndRespondentafterdetailedhearingbothsidesand
verifying the evidence produced by the petitioner to support his claims,

observes that the deliciencies pointed out by the inspection teams during

their inspections dated 6th December 2ol8 and 17th March 2018'

communicated vide DGS SCN dated 29.12.17 and reiterated vide scN dated

04.o4.2018 respectively, inter-alia to provide hygienic living conditions and

placements (onboard training) to its candidates, still remains to be rectified

by the training institutes. In most cases the institute representatives were

seeking 45 days more time for the compliance'

NowTHEREFoRE,incomplianceoftheorderoftheHon'bleHighCourtof
Kerala dated 27e April 20l8in WP (C) No' 14293 of 2018' the 2nd

Respondent (Assistant Director General of Shipping), on behalf of the Director

General of shipping and Special Secretary to the Govt. of India, in exercise of

the powers conferred under Rule 75 of the Merchant shipping (Standards of

Training, certification & watch-keeping for Seafarers) Rules, 2014, notified

under sections 78, 87, 88, 98, 456, 457 & 458 of Merchant Shipping Act'

1958, as amended, orders as below:-
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M/s Euro Tech Maritime Academy INDOS No.81l), Kochi is hereby
refrained from admitting candidates to any new batches to any of
the DGS approved courses forthwith, till such time all the
deficiencies pointed out in Show Cause Notices dated 296
December, 2Ol7 and 4th April, 2Ol8 are removed and verified &
confirmed to the satisfaction of the Director General of Shipping.
All the facilities provided to the institute to upload, on the official
website of the Directorate General of Shipping, the details of the
candidates undergoing training, shall remain suspended till further
orders.

On compliance of all the deficiencies as above, the institute shall
offer itself for a detailed inspection before the principal Officer,
MMD, Kochi who, on the basis of the Surveyors report, may
recommend further course of action required in this regard for the
consideration and decision as deemed fit by the Director General of
Shipping.

This order shall come into force with immediate effect but will not
affect any batches of Pre-sea / Post-sea Courses commenced prior
to 4th April 20 18 and currently in progress, till their complelion,
however, no batch can be started afresh till the compliance of
paragraphs (i) & (ii) above.

This order shall not affect the batches commenced w.e.f.2Z.4.lg
and till date, in terms of para no.6 of the Judgment dated 27.4.tg
in WP (C) No. 14293 of 2018 of the Hon,ble High Court of Kerala at
Ernakulam.

Asstt. Director Gen

ot
Lt,

To

urTrixe cutiv e D i rec tor,r Eurotech Maritime Academy,
Kakkattikara, Kizakkambalam,
PO Pazhanganad,
Ern2kulam 683 562.

{py to, Pri ncipal officer, Mercantile Marine Department, Kochi.
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Proceedings of Hearinq bv Respondent No.2 (the Assistant Director
General of Shippinql in compliance with the order of the Hon'ble HiEh

Court of Kerala in WP (Cl No. 14293 of 2O18 dated 27th April 2O18

No.3-TR( 1 2) /2000-ETO Part Ii 21.05.2018

Backqround:

The Directorate General of Shipping had issued trvo show cause notices to the
maritime training institute M/s Euro Tech Maritime Academy, Kochi located
at Kakkattikkara, Kizhakkambalam, P.O. Pazhaganad, Cochin, Keraia -
683562 on the basis of site inspections or site visit on 29 December 2Ol7 and
O4 April 2018 pointing out 25 number of deficiencies in the functioning of the
institute. In the show cause notice dated 4.4.18, the maritime training
institute (MTI) was advised not to take admission of a-rly fresh batch for any
approved training course, as a precautionary measure to protect the interest
of prospective candidates.

The institute filed a writ petition WP (C) No. 14293 of 2018 dated 27 April
20 18 before the Honourable High Court of Kerala against the show cause
notice issued by the Directorate on 4th April, 20 18. The Judgment on the
subject writ petition was delivered by the Hon'ble High Court on the same
day, with a direction to the second respondent to consider Exhibit P9 ( i.e. the
petitioner's reply dated 11.04.2018 to SCN dated 04.04.2018) and take a
final decision as to the course to be adopted against the petitioner, if required,
based on Exhibit P8 (i.e. the show cause dated 4th April, 2018). This was to be
done by the second respondent after affording an opportunity of being heard
to the petitioners, as expeditiou sly as possible, but not later than 2 months
from the date of receipt of a copy of the said Judgment. And until such time a
decision is taken by the 2nd respondent as ordered above, the condition in
Ext. P8 that the petitioner shall not admit any student to the fresh batch of
the courses mentioned therein shall stand modified to the extent that the
petitioner will be entitled to admit new students but with a specific
informalion being provided to the new students that action, as directed
herein, is pending at the hands of the 2ndrespondent. This information shall
be furnished to each new candidate in the form of a letter to be issued along
with their admission letters.

Proceedlngs:

In compliance with directive of the Hon'ble High Court of Kerala as above, the
second respondent invited the petitioner and a representative from MMD,
Kochi for hearing at llO0 hrs on 9 May 2018 at the Directorate General of
Shipping, Mumbai. Shri. Babu Joseph, Executive Director of M/s. Eurotech
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Maritime Academy along with capt. Navin Vinod, Principal of the maritime
training institute attenaia on behalf of the petitioner. Shri Ashish wankhede,

OOC lfrai.,ing) and Capt. Suresh Nair, Nautical Surveyor from the Mercantile

Marine Depariment, Kochi attended the hearing on behalf of the Department

toexplainthecontextoftheshowcausenotice.Submissionsmadebythe
representatives of the institute were taken on record and item wise

description of the same are as follows:

Items 1 and 2 - There ttere complaints receiued from the candidates of the MTI

stating that theg utere not getting plocements (onboard training)'

institute,s contention: The institute representatives replied that they are

p--U-C .""1"t""* to the students for placement and those who are

successful in interviews sha11 get placed.

views of the Inspection teams: The MMD, Kochi during the inspection of the

Ir4Tl "" 06 D...*b.. 2ol7 had. pointed out failure of the MTI to show any

placement (onboard training) records of the candidates. The placement is not

an offer of employment to the candidate but the facilitation of training berth

on a merchant ship, which is essentially required for the satisfactory

completion of maritime training of that candidate and therefore an obligation

of the MTIs offering such training programmes.

It may be mentioned that Section 1.12 and sub-section 12.4 of DGS Order 07

of 2ot6 dated 17 November 2016 ciearly mentions that the placement records

will be checked during surprise inspection and any non-compliance will
result in either reduction of the intake of the institute for the next academic

year or withdrawal of approval of the institute. Even during the course of tl:Ie

personal hearing, the Institute could not produce any evidence to suggest that
ihey have complied with the provisions of section 1.12 and sub section 12-4

of DGS Order No. 7 of 2016 dated 17.11' 16.

: View above, the deficiencies
lapses from the institute in

candidates, communicated vide
SCN dated 4.4.i8 still remains

pointed out by MMD, Kochi regarding the
providing placements (onboard training) to its
DGS SCN dated 29.12.17 and reiterated vide

to be rectified by the training institutes.

Items 3and 4 - Duing the course of the site uisit on 17.03.2018, it wos found
that the MTI has a Luater front of backtuaters and its lDater uas stagnated and

dirtg for use in for ang practical training or for daily use for hostel etc. The

automatic water treotment plant was found dgsfunctional and the

responsibititg of adding chemicals to the Luater utas assigned to a cadet uho
wis not aiare of ang do"oge requirements for the safe dinking uat:r. In
addition, the puriiging plant utas not certified by ang certifging organization-for

its satisfactoiry firyoiance. This tuas pointed out to the institute uide SCN

dated 4th April 2018.
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Institute's contention: The MTI replied that the PSCRB course is conducted in
the b."k-.ters and they never faced any problems. They also mentioned that
the PST course is conducted at the Merchant Navy Club, Kochi.

The MTI also explained that the same water is used for drinking purpose after
being treated in a Ro plant. The MTI also mentioned that the treatment of
this water is done by students of the MTI who are trained for purification and
these students are monitored by their staff' The MTI also claimed that the
system of water treatment has been installed by an approved agency.

Views of the Inspection teams: MMD, Kochi during the surprise inspection
dated 6th December 2Ol7 lnad raised concerns about the effective conduct of
the PSCRB course as they noticed that the backwater was infested with weeds
and too shallo.,l' for conduct of the course.

During the visit of DGS officials on 17.03.2018, the candidates had in the
presence of the Principal and staff shown the dirty water which they get for
drinking and utility purpose. The MTI could not show objective evidence to
prove that the water used for utility and drinking was fit for use. There were
no records to prove that the students and staff of the MTI were trained by the
water purifier manufacturer. No certificates were shown to prove that the
purification system from the source to the end user is authenticated.

During the course of the hearing, the Institute showed two test reports of
water sample conducted prior to the site visit by DDG(Trg), however, copies of
the report were not submitted. The institute has not submitted any evidence
of any action taken to improve the quality of water being supplied to the
hosteis. The representatives of the Institute mentioned that they will remove
this deliciency in next 45 days.

Hearins Officer's (2nd Respondentl observation: The inadequate training
facilities for the PSCRB course and lapses of the institute in providing safe
consumable water to the students, still remains to be satisfactorily addressed
by the institute.

Item 5 - lt uas noticed that 3 out of the 4 life rafts used for practical training
were damaged.

Institute's contention: The MTI replied that the allegations were incorrect but
admitted that the damaged life rafts are kept aside as back up. During the
course of the hearing the representatives from the Institute indicated that
they have two liferafts that are fully functional, while two more damaged life
rafts are kept there as back up.

Views of the Inspection teams: The practical training of life raft is essential for
cardidates as the life rafts are life saving equipment on board. It is important
for the candidates to be shown the right equipment. A damaged life raft
cannot be put in use even as a back-up which also clearly implies that the life
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saving equipment used by the MTI is not certified and maintained. The

deficiJncy regarding the damaged life rafts was pointed by the MMD, Kochi on

O6.t2.2617. Ho-eu.., the MTI did not put efforts to rectify the dehciency

pointed out by MMD Kochi in the month of December 2077 and the life ra{ts

iemained damaged even during the visit of DGS officials on 19.03'2O18'

Hearins Officer's (2nd Respondent) observation: View above, the veracity of
+r-,a nraimc frnrn the i'rsritlrte reqnrdinq the satisfactorv condition of life raftsthe claims from the institute regarding the satisfactory condition
needs to be physically verified for its satisfactory rectiftcation'

Item 6 - The candidatbs taent on stike demanding placement and other
demands pertaining to their deplorable liuing conditions.

Institute's contention: MTI termed the strike as insubordination by the
students which automatically make them ineligible for campus placements.

The MTI had also served show cause notices to the students who indulged in
strike and contemplating serious action, including that these students will
not be offered for any future placements.

During the course of the hearing, the representative of the Institute informed
that in the present batch out of B.Tech 2077, only 4 out of 16 candidates
have cleared aJ1 papers and are eligible to be placed and of these 4, two have
been placed. The institute has also informed that they have tied up with
V.R.Maritime and Bernard Schulte for placement of the current batch.

Views of the Inspection teams: The demands of the students were quite
reasonable as the MTI is the first place for addressing their grievances. The

MTI is expected to handle such grievances of the students in a professional
manner. Contrary to that the MTI has threatened the young vulnerable
students by putting their placement prospects at stake. Instead of taking the
feedback from the whistle blowers in a constructive way, the MTI initiated
intimidating actions against the students.

Hearing Officer's [2nd Respondentl observation: The institute could produce
any evidence to demonstrate that they have satisfactorily addressed the
genuine grievances of the candidates, including of their placements (onboard

training).

Item 7 - There utere no studA-tables and chairs in the dormitory for study,
dinking u)ater u)os foul and non-potable and there u)ds no room space
bettaeen the top bunks and the ceiling fan.

Institute,s contention: The MTI was of the opinion that they complied with the

r.qri..m..rt" of the DGS guidelines which existed at that point of time' The

MTt ctaimed that the allegations for drinking water and room sPace between

the top bunk and the ceiling fan was incorrect.
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During the course of hearing, the representatives of the Institute agreed that
there iere no study tables and chairs in the dormitory but the class rooms in
the same campus can be used for study purpose. The representatives of the

Institute accepted that the height between the bunks and fans is not
sufficient and this problem is only in two dormitories affecting 16 to 20

students. The representatives further informed that the entire dormitory
located on the top floor wiil be shifted to the proposed new ship in campus
within 45 days.

Views of the Inspection teams: The institute was granted approval for
e.rh^.rce-..,t of intake in pre-sea 4 years Marine Engineering course' Even

after the enhancement, the institute has not complied with the requirements
as per DGS Order No. 7 of 2016. There is objective evidence available !n way
of pictures taken to prove that the drinking water was foul and non-potable
and there was no room space between the top bunks and the ceiling fan ' In
addition to this, when the staff was asked if anyone would like to live in the
campus with the existing quality of water, no one was willing.

Hearinq Officer's (2nd Respondent) observation: lt is evident from the above

that the issues pointed out during both the inspections regarding the lapses
of the institute in providing habitable living conditions to its students remains
to be satisfactorily addressed while the management is further seeking 45
days from the date of hearing for its compliance.

Item 8 - The top Jloor of the hostel had tin sheet ceiling which made the living
conditions too hot for students to liue.

Institute's contention: MTI just replied that the ceiling corrugated sheets were
of high quality.

Views of the Inspection teams: The hostel rooms on the top floor with tin
sheet as ceiling was unbearably hot to live, particularly in summer. Despite
being pointed out in SCN, only during the course of the hearing, the
representatives of the Institute informed that the entire dormitory located on
the top floor will be shifted to the proposed new ship in campus within 45
days.

It is evident from the above

that the issueS pointed out during both the inspections regarding the lapses
of the institute in providing habitable living conditions to its students remains
to be satisfactorily addressed while the management is further seeking 45
days from the date of hearing for its compliance.

Item 9 - The students were suffeing rashes on their skin because of using dirty
and contaminated ut ater.
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Institute,s contention: The MTI refuted that the rashes were because of the
qrrtity of -"ter. They were of the opinion that the skin could have rashes due

to extreme heat and probably due to hygiene factor.

Views of the Inspection teams: Whatever may be the reason, the MTI did not
r.rut. efforts to medically identify the cause of the rashes on the skin of
candidates and address the problem. This reflects irresponsible behavior of
the MTI towards the candidates especially when the MTI is running
residential courses.

Hearine Officer's (2nd Resoondentl observation: During the course of the
hearing, the representatives merely made the contention that the institute is
running lor the last 18 years and there were no cases of any major health
issues, but could not demonstrate any efforts to address the issues
projected..

Item 10 - Tlrc MTI uas called upon to show cause as to lohA suitable
disciplinary actions stnuld not be initiated against the MTI and uthy the
courses run by the MTI should not be suspended.

Institute's contention: The MTI requested the Directorate to drop the proposal
for initiating any disciplinary action against the institute based on the
explanation given.

The MTI in its reply to the show cause notice issued clearly refused to accept
any of the findings noted and tried to intentionally evade issues related to the
basic needs of the candidates. The MTI refused findings for which
photographic evidence was also available.

During the course of hearing, the representatives of. the Institute assured that
they will comply all the deficiencies pointed out within a period of 45 days.

Item 11 - The MTI uas aduised not to take admission of any fresh batch for
an! approued training course.

Institute's contention: The MTI was of the opinion that the advice not to
conduct any further courses is against principle of natural jusilce. They
further said that Directorate has pointed out certain aspect with regard to day
to day affairs. The students are fully satisfied with the management of MTI.

The Directorate found the deficiencies very serious in nature as they were
related to the safety of life of the students undertaking various courses at the
MTI. The Directorate was proactive in its approach as it does not intend to
waste time as the medical health and well being of the candidates was at
stake.

During the course of the hearing, the representatives of the Institute
requested to open the portal of e-governance training module for uploading
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batch details. The representatives agreed to inform in writing to all the new

students who will takl admission for all the DGS approved courses in their
institute.

General comments of Hearlng Ofllcel l2nd Respondentl:

The MTI maintained its stand on their reply provided for the issued show

cause notice. They however agreed to comply with the requirements of the

issued show cause within 45 daYs.

The MTI continued to admit candidates despite being denied by the
Directorate. The MTI did not submit periodical returns of the faculty. The MTI

conducted more batches than their approved capacity. The swimming pool of
the MTI is non-functional. The MTI does not maintain video recordings of the
practical training imparted to candidates. The MTI was found to be collecting
iees in cash. All such non-compliance on the part of the MTI cieariy indicates
that the MTI is a perpetual defaulter and intentionally violates the DGS

instructions which amount to a major conformity.

The poor infrastructure, health safety and hygienic conditions in the MTI has
jeopardized the living conditions of the candidates and it would be unfair to
let the candidates suffer at the mercy of the management of the MTI.

Recommendation:

In view of the above proceedings and observations, it is proposed that in
exercise of the powers conferred under Rule 75 of the Merchant Shipping
(Standards of Training, Certification & Watch-keeping for Seafarers) Rules,
2014; notified under sections 78, 87,88, 98, 456, 457 & 458 of Merchant
Shipping Act, 1958, as amended, the Director General of Shipping and
Special Secretary to the Govt. of India may forthwith suspend all the
remaining approvals of maritime courses and approval of the MTI until the
MTI complies with ali the requirements as per the latest guidelines to the
satisfaction of the Directorate and its allied offices.

F\rther, the institute may be advised present itself within 3 months for a
detailed re-inspection by an inspection team from the jurisdictional
Mercantile Marine Department to conlirm the satisfactory compliance of all
the deficiencies pointed out during the inspection by MMD Kochi on 6th lTth
December 2017 and by DGS officials on 17.03.2018.

Further course of action may be decided by the Director General of Shipping
based on the report from the jurisdictional Principal OIIicer as above.
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